Co-operative Publishing Company Collection

Co-operative Publishing Company Collection. Records, ca. 1900. 3 items.
Publishing company. Unpublished manuscripts (ca. 1900) entitled “Early History of the
Co-operative Publishing Company,” concerning the beginning of the company, its
executives, and early gains and losses; “History of the State Capitol,” describing the State
Capitol Printing Company’s printing plant from founding to incorporation and including
names of early executives; and “An Historical and Economical Brief of Guthrie and Logan
County, Oklahoma,” which includes sketches of the area’s industry and scenic beauty,
along with a description of the 89’er Celebration, an annual event recognizing pioneers of
the 1889 land run into Oklahoma Territory.

Item:
1. "History of the State Capital," taken from the Art Edition: The Oklahoma State
   Capital.
2. "Early History of Co-operative Publishing Company" (page 1 is missing).
3. "An Historical and Economical Brief of Guthrie and Logan County, Oklahoma."